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Reserve these books
New in January 2015
Unmade by Sarah Rees Brennan (The Lynburn Legacy, book 3)
"Kami Glass and friends battle sorcerers in order to save the sleepy town of Sorry-in-the-Vale while Kami struggles
with her own emotions, caught between Ash, the boy who loves her, and Jared, the boy she loves."--Provided by
publisher.
Ignite by Sara B. Larson (Defy, book 2)
King Damian and his trusted guard, Alexa, focus on rebuilding Antion after years of war and strife, but the citizens
are reluctant to trust their new king, and when a new threat arises, including an assassination attempt, Alexa must
protect the king she loves and uncover the enemy before it is too late.
Rogue Wave by Jennifer Donnelly (Waterfire Saga, book 2)
A Serafina uncovers more clues about the talismans, Neela ventures into a sea dragon's nest, and Ling learns the
identity of their foe.
The Darkest Part of the Forest by Holly Black
In the town of Fairfold, where humans and fae exist side by side, a boy with horns on his head and ears as pointed
as knives awakes after generations of sleep in a glass coffin in the woods, causing Hazel to be swept up in new
love, shift her loyalties, feel the fresh sting of betrayal, and to make a secret sacrifice to the faerie king.
Polly and the One and Only World by Don Bredes
Born with the gift of magic, fifteen-year-old Polly must stay hidden from the repressive government of a future
United States and figure out how to use her powers to defeat the regime.
Frostfire by Amanda Hocking (The Kanin Chronicles, book 1)
Tracker Bryn Aven's goal of becoming a member of the elite King's Guard is threatened when she is sent to stop
Konstantin, a fallen hero who she once secretly loved, who appears to be kidnapping changelings.

New in December 2014
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Scorpion Mountain by John Flanagan (Brotherband Chronicles, book 5)
The Herons and Rangers join forces in order to stop the Scorpion cult and Iqbal from assassinating Queen Evanlyn
after a previously unsuccessful attempt.
The Lost by James Patterson and Emily Raymond (Witch & Wizard, book 5)
"Magical teen siblings Whit and Wisty Allgood struggle against a mounting public opposition to magic and a brutal
crime wave led by a powerful wizard intent on ruling the City"-- Provided by publisher.
The Opal Crown by Jenny Lundquist (Sequel to The Princess in the Opal Mask)
When the king of Galandria dies and Wilha's younger brother, Andrei, claims the throne, he reveals that Elara,
Wilha's secret twin sister, has been masquerading as Wilha, and both girls must fight for their lives when declared
traitors to their country.
The First Dragon by James A. Owen (The Chronicles of the Imaginarium Geographica, book 7)
"To save the world, the new generation of caretakers must find the First Dragon and restore the lost lands of the
Archipelago before it's too late."--Provided by publisher.
Princess of Thorns by Stacey Jay
After ten years of exile among fairies who teach her to use her magically enhanced strength and courage,
Sleeping Beauty's daughter Aurora enlists the help of Niklaas, eleventh son of King Eldorio, in the fight to
reclaim her throne.

New in November 2014
Mortal Heart by Robin LaFevers (His Fair Assassin, book 3)
Annith's worst fears are realized when she discovers that, despite her lifelong training to be an assassin, she is
being groomed by the abbess as a Seeress, to be forever shut up in the convent of Saint Mortain.
The Stepsister's Tale by Tracy Barrett
Jane cares for her mother and sister until her stepfather dies, leaving nothing but debts and Jane's spoiled
stepsister behind, but a mysterious boy from the woods and an invitation to a royal ball are certain to change her
fate.
Firebug by Lish McBride
Ava, a contract killer who can start fires with her mind, hits the road with her friends, desperately trying to escape
the Coterie, a magical mafia, while keeping the murder to a minimum after she's asked to kill a family friend by
Venus, who killed Ava's mother.
New in October 2014
The Young Elites by Marie Lu
"Adelina Amouteru survived the blood fever, a deadly illness that killed many, but left others with strange markings
and supernatural powers. Cast out by her family, Adelina joins the secret society of the Young Elites and discovers
her own dangerous abilities"-- Provided by publisher.
Talon by Julie Kagawa
When Ember and Dante, shape-shifting dragon siblings, meet a young dragon hunter meet, their world views are
shaken to the core.
Blue Lily, Lily Blue by Maggie Stiefvater (The Raven Cycle, book 3)
Continues the adventures of Ronan, Gansey, Blue, and Adam as the Raven Boys have accepted her as one of
their own.
The Accidental Highwayman by Ben Tripp
In eighteenth-century England, young Christopher "Kit" Bristol unwittingly takes on the task of his dead master,
notorious highwayman Whistling Jack, who pledged a fairy he would rescue feisty Princess Morgana from an
arranged marriage with King George III.
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Alpha Goddess by Amalie Howard
"Sera is a Hindu goddess incarnate and must battle between her good and evil sides in order to save the world
from becoming hell on earth"--Provided by publisher.
Sisters' Fate by Jessica Spotswood (The Cahill Witch Chronicles, book 3)
"In the final book in the Cahill Witch Chronicles, the Sisters' and the Brotherhood near all-out war as an epidemic
breaks out in New London, and the prophecy that one sister will murder another comes ever closer to
fruition."--Provided by publisher.
Stray by Elissa Sussman
Princess Aislynn's magical ability is powerful and uncontrollable, so she is "redirected" into the order of Fairy
Godmothers, where her heart is removed and stored in a hidden cabinet, and she must spend the rest of her life
devoted to serving another royal family.

The Sorcerer Heir by Cinda Williams Chima (The Heir Chronicles, book 5)
While trying to clear their names as the prime suspects in a series of vicious murders, Emma and Jonah must take
sides in an epic battle that will decide the fate of the magical world.
Trial by Fire by Josephine Angeline
In her hometown of Salem Lily Proctor endures not only life-threatening allergies but humiliation at her first high
school party with her best friend and longtime crush, Tristan. But in a different Salem -- one overrun with horrifying
creatures and ruled by powerful women called Crucibles, she is Lillian, the strongest and cruelest Crucible ... Lily's
other self in an alternate universe that Lily suddenly finds herself where she is torn between responsibilities she
can't hope to shoulder alone and a love she never expected.
Clariel by Garth Nix
"The story of how Clariel became a Free Magic Sorcerer, set 600 years before the birth of Sabriel"--Provided by
publisher.
Shattered by Mari Mancusi (Scorched, book 2)
Trinity, Connor, and Caleb are holed up in Texas when Emmy, the baby dragon, is caught on tape and the video
goes viral, sending them on the road again, following an old map leading to a man who has come from the future to
help.
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